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We present a counterexample to Krasnikov’s (2002) much discussed time machine no-go result. In

addition, we prove a positive statement: a time machine existence theorem under a modest ‘‘no holes’’

assumption.
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1. Introduction

The following amounts to a minor remark. We simply claim
that Krasnikov’s (2002) time machine no-go result, as presented,
cannot be true. In addition, we prove a positive statement: a time
machine existence theorem under a modest ‘‘no holes’’
assumption.
2. Background structure

We begin with a few preliminaries concerning the relevant
background formalism of general relativity.1 An n-dimensional,
relativistic spacetime (for nZ2) is a pair of mathematical objects
(M, gab). M is a connected n-dimensional manifold (without
boundary) that is smooth (infinitely differentiable). Here, gab is a
smooth, non-degenerate, pseudo-Riemannian metric of Lorentz
signature (+,� ,y,�) defined on M. Each point in the manifold
M represents an ‘‘event’’ in spacetime.

For each point pAM, the metric assigns a cone structure to the
tangent space Mp. Any tangent vector xa in Mp will be timelike

(if gabx
axb40), null (if gabx

axb
¼ 0), or spacelike (if gabx

axbo0).
Null vectors create the cone structure; timelike vectors are inside
ll rights reserved.

Ellis (1973) and Wald (1984)

ey of the global structure of
the cone while spacelike vectors are outside. A time orientable

spacetime is one that has a continuous timelike vector field on M.
A time orientable spacetime allows us to distinguish between the
future and past lobes of the light cone. In what follows, it is
assumed that spacetimes are time orientable.

For some interval IDR, a smooth curve g : I-M is timelike if
the tangent vector xa at each point in g½I� is timelike. Similarly, a
curve is null (respectively, spacelike) if its tangent vector at each
point is null (respectively, spacelike). A curve is causal if its
tangent vector at each point is either null or timelike. A causal
curve is future-directed if its tangent vector at each point falls in or
on the future lobe of the light cone.

For any two points p,qAM, we write p5q if there exists a
future-directed timelike curve from p to q. We write poq if there
exists a future-directed causal curve from p to q. These relations
allow us to define the timelike and causal pasts and futures of a
point p: I�ðpÞ ¼ fq : q5pg, Iþ ðpÞ ¼ fq : p5qg, J�ðpÞ ¼ fq : qopg,
and Jþ ðpÞ ¼ fq : poqg. Naturally, for any set SDM, define J+[S]
to be the set [fJþ ðxÞ : xASg and so on. A chronology violating

region V DM is the set of points pAM such that there is a closed
timelike curve through p. We say that a spacetime (M, gab) is
distinguishing if for all points p,qAM, we have I�ðpÞ ¼ I�ðqÞ )

p¼ q and Iþ ðpÞ ¼ Iþ ðqÞ ) p¼ q.
A point pAM is a future endpoint of a future-directed causal

curve g : I-M if, for every neighborhood O of p, there exists a
point t0A I such that gðtÞAO for all t4t0. A past endpoint is
defined similarly. For any set SDM, we define the past domain of

dependence of S (written D�(S)) to be the set of points pAM such
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that every causal curve with past endpoint p and no future
endpoint intersects S. The future domain of dependence of S

(written D+(S)) is defined analogously. The entire domain of

dependence of S (written D(S)) is just the set D�ðSÞ [ Dþ ðSÞ.
A set S�M is achronal if no two points in S can be connected

by a timelike curve. A set S�M is a slice if it is closed, achronal,
and without edge. A spacetime (M, gab) which contains a slice S

such that D(S)¼M is said to be globally hyperbolic. A set S�M is a
spacelike surface if S is an (n�1)-dimensional submanifold (pos-
sibly with boundary) such that every curve in S is spacelike.2

Finally, two spacetimes (M, gab) and ðMu,guabÞ are isometric if
there is a diffeomorphism f : M-Mu such that f�ðgabÞ ¼ guab.
Two spacetimes (M, gab) and ðMu,guabÞ are locally isometric if, for
each point pAM, there is an open neighborhood O of p and an
open subset Ou of Mu such that O and Ou are isometric, and,
correspondingly, with the roles of (M, gab) and ðMu,gabu Þ inter-
changed. We say a spacetime ðMu,guabÞ is a (proper) extension of
ðM,gabÞ if there is a proper subset N of Mu such that (M,gab) and
ðN,guabjNÞ are isometric. We say a spacetime is maximal if it has no
proper extension.
3. No no-go

In this section, we will first present Krasnikov’s much dis-
cussed claim.3 Then, we will provide the counterexample. A few
definitions will help us along. We begin by considering a distinc-
tion between local and non-local conditions on spacetime.

Definition. (Krasnikov). A condition C is local if the following is
true: For all spacetimes (M,gab), C holds in (M,gab) if and only if, for
all open subsets U of M, C holds in the spacetime ðU,gabjUÞ.

We note here that Krasnikov’s definition of a local condition is
strange; certain conditions (such as the non-existence of closed
timelike curves) which are intuitively global, count as local. We
will eventually exploit the unusual nature of this definition.

Definition. (Krasnikov). A spacetime is a C-spacetime if it
satisfies local condition C. A C-spacetime ðMu,guabÞ is a
C-extendible of a C-spacetime (M,gab) if ðMu,guabÞ is an extension
of (M,gab). A C-spacetime is C-extendible if it has a C-extension
and is C-maximal otherwise.

Here is Krasnikov’s central result which has been interpreted
as the statement that ‘‘in classical general relativity a time
machine cannot be built’’ (Krasnikov, 2002, p. 4109).

Claim (Krasnikov). Any C-spacetime (M,gab) has a C-maximal
C-extension ðMu,guabÞ such that all closed causal curves in ðMu,guabÞ (if

any exist) are contained in the set I�[M].

Now we construct our counterexample. We begin by defining,
in two steps, a certain spacetime property A. Then, we prove that
it is local under Krasnikov’s definition.

Definition. A spacetime (M, gab) is almost maximal if it has a
maximal extension ðMu,guabÞ such that the set Mu�M contains only
a finite number of points.

Definition. A spacetime satisfies condition A if it satisfies one of
the following: (i) it is either maximal or almost maximal and
2 Allowing S to have a boundary is non-standard but the formulation

introduces no difficulties. In particular, one may consider initial data on S and

determine its domain of dependence D(S). See Hawking & Ellis (1973, p. 201).
3 See Earman, Smeenk, & Wüthrich (2009), Earman & Wüthrich (2010), Manchak

(2009a), Minguzzi (2009), Minguzzi & Sánchez (2008), Monroe (2008), Olum &

Graham (2003), Smeenk & Wüthrich (2010).
contains closed timelike curves or (ii) it is neither maximal nor
almost maximal.

Lemma. Condition A is local.

Proof. Let (M,gab) be an arbitrary spacetime satisfying A. We
must first show that, for every open subset U of M, the spacetime
ðU,gabjUÞ satisfies A as well. If (M,gab) is neither maximal nor
almost maximal, then clearly every open subset U of M will be
such that ðU,gabjUÞ is neither maximal nor almost maximal. So,
every open subset U of M will be such that A holds in ðU,gabjUÞ. We
turn to the other case: assume that (M, gab) is either maximal or
almost maximal. Since (M,gab), by assumption, satisfies A, it
follows that (M,gab) must have a chronology violating region
V �M (which is necessarily open). Let U be an arbitrary open
subset of M. If ðU,gabjUÞ is neither maximal nor almost maximal,
then it satisfies A. If, on the other hand, ðU,gabjUÞ is either maximal
or almost maximal, then clearly it is the spacetime (M,gab) with
some finite number of points removed. So ðU,gabjUÞ must have a
chronology violating region V u where V u is just the set V with a
finite number points removed. So, ðU,gabjUÞ satisfies condition A.

Now, let (M,gab) be an arbitrary spacetime which does not

satisfy A. To complete the proof, we need only show that for some

open subset U of M, the spacetime ðU,gabjUÞ also fails to satisfy A.

But this is easy. We know that (M,gab) must be either maximal or

almost maximal and free of closed timelike curves. Let U be the

set M with one point removed. Clearly, the spacetime ðU,gabjUÞ is

almost maximal. But it is also free of closed timelike curves. So

ðU,gabjUÞ fails to satisfy A. &

Now, in order to streamline the proof of the proposition below,
we give the following lemma.

Lemma. An A-maximal spacetime contains closed timelike curves.

Proof. Let (M,gab) be an A-maximal spacetime. Assume that
(M,gab) is free of closed timelike curves. We show a contradiction.
We know that, because (M,gab) is free of closed timelike curves
and satisfies A, it must be neither maximal nor almost maximal.
Let ðMu,guabÞ be any maximal extension of (M,gab). Note that this
implies that the set Mu�M contains an infinite number of points.
In ðMu,guabÞ, let p be any point in the boundary of Mu�M. And let N

be a neighborhood of p which is small enough to permit the
existence of a subset of Mu�M, disjoint from N, which contains an
infinite number of points. Consider the spacetime ðM [ N,guabjM[NÞ.
Clearly, it is an extension of (M,gab). But since it is neither
maximal nor almost maximal by construction, ðM [ N,guabjM[NÞ is
also an A-spacetime. So, (M,gab) is A-extendible and therefore not
A-maximal: a contradiction. &

Finally, we are ready to present the counterexample.

Proposition. Krasnikov’s claim is false.

Proof. Assume Krasnikov’s claim is true. We show a contra-
diction. Let ðM00,gab

00 Þ be Misner spacetime. So, M00 ¼R�S and
g00ab ¼ 2rðatrbÞjþtrajrbj where the points ðt,jÞ are identified
with the points ðt,jþ2pnÞ for all integers n. Let M be the set
fðt,jÞAM00 : to0g and let gab ¼ g00abjM .

Consider the spacetime (M,gab). By construction, it is neither

maximal nor almost maximal. So, it is an A-spacetime. Let

ðMu,guabÞ be any A-maximal, A-extension to (M,gab). By the lemma

above, ðMu,guabÞ contains closed timelike curves. By Krasnikov’s

claim, these closed timelike curves must be contained in the set

I�½M�. But this leads to a contradiction: in any extension of (M,gab),

including ðMu,guabÞ, one can verify that I�[M]¼M and that M

contains no closed timelike curves. &
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4. Positive result

As mentioned by Earman and Wüthrich (2010), it may be that
something like Krasnikov’s claim can be proven if it is sufficiently
altered.4 But in this section, we wish to put aside worries
concerning a possible no-go result and prove, under a modest
‘‘no holes’’ assumption, the existence of a time machine.

One condition which is sometimes imposed on spacetime is
hole-freeness (Geroch, 1977). Formally, we say a spacetime (M,gab)
is hole-free if, for any spacelike surface S in M there is no
isometric embedding y : DðSÞ-Mu into another spacetime
ðMu,guabÞ such that yðDðSÞÞaDðyðSÞÞ.

It turns out that under hole-freeness, a time machine existence
theorem can be proven (Manchak, 2009a). However, it has
recently been shown by Manchak (2009c) and Krasnikov (2009)
that hole-freeness may not be a physically reasonable condition.
Indeed, some maximal, globally hyperbolic models (including
Minkowski spacetime) are not hole-free.

Fortunately, another more reasonable ‘‘no holes’’ assumption
can also be used to prove a time machine existence theorem.
Recall that a causally simple spacetime (M, gab) is one which is
(a) distinguishing and (b) such that for all pAM, J+(p) and J�(p)
are closed (Hawking & Sachs, 1974). Here, condition (a) concerns
the causal structure of spacetime while condition (b) concerns
‘‘the limitations on the kind of gaps [holes] spacetime can have’’
(Hawking & Sachs, 1974, p. 295).

Of course, one cannot use causal simplicity to prove a time
machine existence theorem; no distinguishing spacetime can
have closed timelike curves. But, it turns out that we can use
condition (b) alone to find a result. And not only is this condition
satisfied by all globally hyperbolic models (including Minkowski
spacetime) but also it is satisfied by many acausal models as well
(e.g. Gödel spacetime, Taub-NUT spacetime). In this sense, then, it
is a more appropriate condition than hole-freeness. We have the
following.5

Definition. A spacetime (M, gab) is a time machine if (i) there is a
spacelike slice S�M, a set T �M with compact closure, and a
chronology violating region V �M such that T �Dþ ðSÞ and
V � Jþ ½T� and (ii) every maximal extension of D(S) which satisfies
condition (b) contains some chronology violating region V u.

Proposition. There exists a time machine.

Proof. Let (M,gab) be Misner spacetime. So, M¼R�S and
gab ¼ 2rðatrbÞjþtrajrbj where the points ðt,jÞ are identified
with the points ðt,jþ2pnÞ for all integers n.

Let S be the spacelike slice fðt,jÞAM : t¼�1g. It can be easily

verified that, Dþ ðSÞ ¼ fðt,jÞAM : �1rto0g. Let T be the compact

set fðt,jÞAM : t¼�1=2g. So, T �Dþ ðSÞ. Note that the set

fðt,jÞAM : t40g is a chronology violating region. Call it V. Clearly,

V � Jþ ½T�. Thus, we have satisfied condition (i) of the definition of

a time machine.

Now, let ðMu,guabÞ be a maximal extension of DðSÞ ¼ fðt,jÞAM :

to0g which satisfies condition (b). We show that it must contain

closed timelike curves. Now, for every kA ½0,2p�, let gk be the null

geodesic curve whose image is the set fðt,jÞAM : j¼ k &

�1oto0g. Now, for each k, gk either has a future endpoint pk or

not. Let K be the set of all the endpoints pk. Because ðMu,guabÞ is

maximal and satisfies condition (b), we know that K must be a closed

null curve. (Assume not. Because ðMu,guabÞ is maximal, there will
4 Perhaps one can use the definition of a local condition given in Manchak

(2009b) to prove a no-go theorem.
5 The reader is encouraged to compare this result with the one in Manchak

(2009a).
certainly be some point p in K. But because K is not a closed null

curve, there will be some other point q in the neighborhood of p

which is also in K such that q=2J�ðpÞ. But of course, q is in the closure

of J�(p) since qAK. So J�(p) is not closed—a contradiction.)

Now, we can extend the coordinate system used in Misner

spacetime to a neighborhood K u�Mu of K. Under this coordinate

system, we have K ¼ fðt,jÞAK u : t¼ 0g. Consider any point pkAK

and a neighborhood Uk � K u of pk. Let fk : Uk-R be the function

defined by fkðt,jÞ ¼ guabðt,jÞð@=@jÞað@=@jÞb. Of course, when the

domain of fk is restricted to the set of points ðt,jÞAUk where tr0,

then fkðt,jÞ ¼ t. The smoothness of guab ensures the boundary

conditions fkð0,jÞ ¼ 0 and @=@tf kð0,jÞ ¼ 1 are satisfied. Clearly

then, there must be an ek such that fkðt,jÞ40 for all tAð0,ek�.

Now, let e : K-R be the function defined by eðpkÞ ¼ ek. Note that

the smoothness of guab allows us to choose our ek so that e is a

continuous function. Because K is compact, e takes on a minimum

value (call it emin).6 Next, let V u be the set fðt,jÞ : 0otreming.

Clearly, on V u, we have guabð@=@jÞað@=@jÞb40. Now, let w be any

point in V u and consider the curve g : I-V u through w with

tangent vector xa
¼ ð@=@jÞa at every point. Because g is contained

entirely within V u, we know that guabx
axb40. Thus, g is a closed

timelike curve and we have satisfied condition (ii) of the defini-

tion of a time machine. &
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